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Murmel
Games 2012

MURMEL – playing with more fun
Murmel is a small dedicated team which is inventing,
editing and selling games. Our games typically have
creative ideas, intriguing themes and highquality materi
als. Besides the games we are editing ourselves we sell a
selection of other games by small Swiss game editors in
Germany, Europe and overseas.

Other Murmel games:
www.murmel.ch



ChemiX ***new!***
The abstract world of chemical elements and com
pounds becomes alive and exciting. You'll be surpi
sed how much you learn just by playing and having
fun.
For 24 Players ages 10 and up, G MU520
Caminos
New 3D strategy game invented by awardwinning
RUMIS author Stefan Kögl  yet another fascinating
game with wooden stones for 2 or 4 players with very
simple rules and tactical depth. E/G/F/I/NL/ES/P

MU480
Suisse Toy Award 2011

Arktia
On the Icemoon Arktia players try to place and move
their futuristic habitation and science modules  cal
led moogloos. Moogloos which are separated from
the main group are lost immediately. A warming of
the climate step by step reduces the game board...
For 24 players ages 12 and up, E/G/F MU460
Games Magazine: Best abstract strategy game 2009
runnerup

ZooZoom
Animal eyes will tell you stories, they are expressive,
strange and beautiful... Which pair of eyes belong to
which animal?
A new memory game for all ages, E/G/F/I NX02
Haselwurz und Bärenklau
What’s whizzing along the hedgerow? ....another pi
xie? The pixies seem to be on a discovery journey
again seeking rare plants and animals. The aim in
this thrilling competition for soughtafter rarities is to
collect as many points on the discovery cards as
possible...
For 2 to 4 players ages 8 and up, E/G/F MU420

Enix
Plunge yourself into the fabulous world of renewable
energies, use the energy points wisely to increase
your energy score. But beware of the goblin ENIX
because a victory close at hand may disappear
straight into the next blackout.
For 2 to 6 persons for 8 years and up MU400
Borders of the World ***new!***
A unique worldwide selection of 32 walls and bor
ders. Great pictures and details plus extra informati
ons.
For 2 to 4 players ages 12 and up, E/G X040
Nature Detective
Fascinating game with 80 cards of native ani
mals and their traces of nutrition. Various dif
ferent playing possibilities. For 2 and more
children beginning with the age of three. E/G/F/I/S

MU120
Tumicarona
A challenging strategy game with a wonderful
wooden game board with origin from Mada
gascar.
For 2 players ages 8 and up, E/G/F MU500
Grosse kleine Welt ***new!***
Global trade and WTO: in this challenging game even
the poorest nations have a real chance to win!
For 410 Players ages 16 and up, G M041

Sansi
A quick and amusing card game  all playing at the
same time.
For 24 Players ages 8 and up, G/F/I X039




